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PREFACE

The Natural Resources Law Center was established at the University of Colorado 

School of Law in 1982. Its primary goal is to promote the wise use of natural resources 

through improved understanding of natural resource issues. The Center pursues this goal 

through three program areas: research, public education, and visitors.

In January of 1993, the Natural Resources Law Center convened a workshop of 

approximately 30 public lands experts to discuss priority issues in western lands and 

resources and to develop an agenda for the Center’s new Western Lands Program. In 

preparation for this workshop, Center staff prepared five discussion papers, each dealing 

with a broad theme critical to the future of public lands policy. This discussion paper 

reflects the valuable comments received from workshop participants.

The following individuals attended the Western Lands Workshop in Boulder: 

Michael Anderson, Sarah Bates, Richard Behan, Ralph Benson, Melinda Bruce, Jo 

Clark, Robert Davis, Dennis Donald, Sally Fairfax, Maggie Fox, David Getches, Frank 

Gregg, Martha Hahn, Gary Holthaus, Ken Hubbard, Robert Keiter, Ed Lewis, Dan 

Luecke, Lawrence MacDonnell, Daniel Magraw, Guy Martin, Jim Martin, Jerry Muys, 

Robert Nelson, Jim Noteboom, Randal O’Toole, Teresa Rice, Hal Salwasser, Debbie 

Sease, Karin Sheldon, John Wilkes, and Charles Wilkinson. Their enthusiastic 

participation and assistance with the preparation of these papers is greatly appreciated.

These are discussion papers, intended to inform and to stimulate thinking about 

policies for the western public lands. We welcome and encourage your comments and 

participation in an ongoing dialogue intended to facilitate improvement in these policies 

that are so important to the West and the United States.



INTRODUCTION

When discussing "public lands" we tend to think immediately of federally owned 

lands. But, as Clawson and Dysart point out:

[I]t is a mistake to overlook the substantial areas of land owned by 
the states for parks, natural and wilderness areas, forests, wildlife areas, 
and as remnants of school and other grant lands. In some states these 
acreages are substantial in comparison with the total land area.

It is equally a mistake to overlook the land owned by cities, counties, and 
other units of local government for schools, parks, and forests, and of course for 
many kinds of public buildings. While these areas are small in relation to the 
larger areas of state and federal lands, these locally owned public areas are often 
highly important to and intensively used by many segments of the public.1

Over 45 million acres in the western Continental U.S. are owned by the states and 

managed by one or more state agencies.2 The majority of state lands were acquired by 

grant from the federal government upon the states’ admission to the Union, for the 

benefit of public education, and are referred to as "trust lands". Federal land grants were 

made to the states for other purposes as well, including the siting and support of 

universities, hospitals, and asylums. In addition to the federal grants, western states have 

acquired lands for parks, recreation, and fish and wildlife purposes. State trust lands 

traditionally have been managed in many states to provide the maximum economic 

return possible to the state, and this continues to be the rule in most western states. 

However, soaring population, increased affluence and changing public values have 

brought increased pressure on states to manage these lands for a broader range of public 

purposes.

County and municipal agencies manage over 8 million additional acres across the 

United States as parks, open space, and other types of recreation areas.3 Unlike state

'Clawson, Marion and Benjamin C. Dysart III, "Managing Public Lands in the Public Interest: An Overview," 
in Managing Public Lands in the Public Interest 1-2 (1988).

2See Fairfax, Sally K., Jon A. Souder and Gretta Goldenman, "The School Trust Lands: A Fresh Look at 
Conventional Wisdom," 22 Envtl. L. 797, 832 (1992)[hereinafter Conventional Wisdom).

3Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Recreation Study: A Plan Prepared for the 
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil Works) 19 (Wash. D.C.: Headquarters, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
1990).



lands, local public lands are managed primarily for non-economic purposes. But they 

present other management problems. While most states require counties to prepare 

comprehensive planning documents, there is little collective data on the extent or use of 

these lands throughout the West. Comprehensive plans often include goals of open space 

acquisition or protection, but many local agencies lack the economic or political ability to 

carry out these goals. At the same time, as the population becomes more concentrated in 

urban settings, local recreational opportunities and demands increase along with a rising 

demand for local services and related development.

This paper identifies current issues in managing state and local public lands. It 

begins by considering their value and use today. The context for looking at current 

management practices is set through a review of the history of laws and policies 

governing the management of these lands. Current management issues are then 

described, drawing on old and new scholarly works and bringing these works to light with 

select illustrations. \

THE ROLE OF STATE AND LOCAL LANDS

What is the value of state and local public lands? What can they add to the 

millions of acres of federally owned public lands in the West? State and local lands can 

provide recreational opportunities and other benefits, often with more frequency and 

modest travel time.

Thirty years ago Ansel Adams encouraged broad thinking in planning for public 

use of undeveloped lands:

We have been prone to manufacture experience of the natural scene 
chiefly by designing roads which offer us a dioramic view of wild, rural, or 
urban areas. We see the areas rush by, but we do not stop and touch them- 
-do not appropriately enter into and experience them. Planning is really a 
four-dimensional undertaking; it is something which relates to the lives of 
people in both time and space; it is not just a "pretty" and well-ordered 
scene, fenced off from direct experience. Sometimes the vista is important,
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sometimes the immediate environmental contact; sometimes both exist 
together.4

Demographers predict that, by the year 2,000 (only 7 years away), ninety percent 

of the population of the United States will live in metropolitan areas.5 Open space and 

parks provide a haven from heat, pollution and stress; a retreat from city noise; and a 

place for recreation and sometimes the viewing of wildlife. For example, the Boise River 

Greenbelt Plan led to the development of a fifteen mile greenway along the river and 

through the City of Boise. New housing development along critical bald eagle wintering 

area upstream of the City must be set back up to 200 feet to protect the resting places of 

this unique species. This greenway provides joggers, bicyclists and strollers with a quick 

retreat from city traffic and noise.6

Local open space and parks provide economic benefits as well. Energy costs and 

water needs may be reduced with added shade. Private property next to open space is 

worth more than comparable property with no adjacent open space. As a result, when 

lands are converted to open space there should be no decrease in the overall property 

tax base, although individual impacts may be great. Additionally, the need and thus cost 

of government services is less on open space or agricultural land than on residential or 

commercial property.7

JAdams, Ansel, "A Problem of Communication," in Regional Parks and Open Space: Selected Conference 
PaPers 92-92 (Francis W. Herring, ed., Bureau of Public Administration, University of California, Berkeley, June, 
1961).

'Johnson, Phillip , "Jewels in the Concrete Jungle," 27 National Wildlife 30 (Aug.-Sept. 1989).

6See Boerner-Ein, Deborah, "Urban Open Space: Color it Valuable," American Forests. Vol. 97, No. 1/2, 
p. 61, 62, 64 (1991); Didato, Barry, "The Paths Less Traveled," Planning Vol. 56, No. 1, p. 6, 8-9 (Jan. 1990); POS 
Housing/Greenbelt Program, Background Report #2, Local Government Development Policies and the 
Greenbelt. 1980-2000 (May 1983).

Unfortunately, pedestrian use of the Boise greenbelt may actually be as harmful to the wintering bald eagle 
as housing development, yet in many places along the river a pathway can be constructed under the new 
ordinance as close as 26 feet from the river even where houses must be set back further. Telephone conversation 
with Ed Nigbor, Boise City Planning Department (May 3, 1993).

Didato, supra note 6, at 6; Boerner-Ein, supra note 6, at 62. Other benefits include maintaining a sense of 
community where development has the potential to blend adjoining communities into one; and the ability to 
structure land use patterns to best meet county and city planning goals.
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State trust lands have traditionally been viewed primarily as a source of revenue 

for the public schools. Lands have been managed to provide revenues for the school fund 

while preserving their long-term productivity and value. Revenues come from royalties 

such as oil and gas, land use authorizations such as grazing and timber permits, and to 

some extent, sales of trust lands.8 Within the constraints of each state’s trust obligations, 

state lands are also managed to provide other social benefits including recreation, fish 

and wildlife, and the preservation of natural resources. For example, Washington has a 

multiple use act that governs management of state trust lands.9 Under this guideline, 

trust lands are open to hunting and fishing unless the land department approves their 

closure.10

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF LAW AND POLICY

Federal, state and local laws all play a part in the development of management 

policies for state and local public lands. The majority of state-owned lands were 

conveyed to the states by the federal government at or near the time of statehood. 

Locally-owned lands, on the other hand, have been acquired by the local government 

with few exceptions.

Laws and Policies Affecting State Land Management

Beginning in 1785, Congress established a practice to ensure the establishment 

and operation of a state public school system. Grants of nearly 78 million acres were 

reserved by the national government, and granted to the states for the support of public

gSee Conventional Wisdom, supra note 2, at 836.

"Wash. Rev. Code § 79.68.010 (1991).

1&Wash. Rev. Code § 79.01.244 (1991). See Conventional Wisdom, supra note 2, at 906-07. The statutes 
identifies several other uses deemed compatible with the states’ trustee obligation, although compensation may 
be required.
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schools. An additional 146 million acres were granted to states for other schools, 

institutions, and public purposes. Alaska received rights to another 104 million acres.11

The size and conditions of these land grants varies from state to state. Generally, 

states admitted into the Union before 1848 received one section of every township for 

the support of public schools. States admitted 1848 or later generally received two 

sections in each township. Arizona, New Mexico and Utah, all admitted 1894 to 1910, 

received four sections in each township. The reason for the larger grant was the belief 

that lands in these states were of a poorer quality.12

Congressional enabling acts granting these lands to the states differ in their stated 

purposes and in the restrictions imposed on the states’ management of the lands. The 

earlier grants were made primarily for the support of education and contained few 

restrictions on the states’ control of the granted lands. Later grants contained more 

specific and stringent conditions, partly in response to some of the abuses that occurred 

with these unrestricted earlier grants.13 The Colorado enabling act, for example, 

provides that the lands granted "for the support of common schools shall be disposed of 

only at public sale and at a price not less than two dollars and fifty cents per acre, the 

proceeds to constitute a permanent school fund, the interest of which to be expended in 

the support of common schools."14 These conditions in the enabling acts, still controlling 

today, may pose unrealistic and burdensome limitations on the management of these 

state lands.15

‘Public Land Law Review Commission, One-Third of the Nation’s Land: A Report to the President and to 
the Congress by the Public Land Law Review Commission 243 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Gov’t Printing Office, 
1970)[hereinafter One-Third of the Nation’s LandJ.

12Orfield, Matthias N., Federal Land Grants 42-47 (1915).

13One Third of The Nation’s Land, supra note 11, at 247-48.

14Lindemann, Donald E., Stewardship of State Lands in the Western United States: A Comparative Analysis.
(Masters Thesis, Colorado State University, 1987)[hereinafter Lindemann Thesis], at 20 (citing U.S. Statutes at 
Large, vol. 18, pp. 474-76).

15Id.; and Conventional Wisdom, supra note 2, at 821.
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State constitutions, laws and policies also direct the management of state lands. 

Most states were required to accept the federal grants under the terms offered by 

Congress, and did so in their constitutions. Many states went beyond federal conditions 

to impose additional restrictions on how the lands could be used. For example, Montana 

statutes provide:

[State] lands and funds are held in trust for the support of education and 
for the attainment of other worthy objects helpful to the well-being of the 
people of the state.

The board shall manage state lands under the multiple use management 
concept....16

Some of the western states’ laws require that the lands be managed for maximum 

economic return.1 State laws or constitutions also govern the sale, exchange and 

leasing of state lands, and establish and guide the policy-making body who oversees the 

management of the lands.18

What has been the effect of these laws and policies on the management of state 

lands? The most significant effect is that state trust lands have been managed primarily 

to provide financial support for public schools and education. Other public uses of the 

lands are seen as secondary and sometimes in conflict with the primary mission of 

revenue production. This view, held by most state land managers and others, has been 

summarized by Fairfax, Souder and Goldenman:

[A]ny derived benefit from the school trust lands must be used in support 
of schools and may not be used to support or subsidize other public 
purposes. Any arrangement not ensuring full fair market value for either 
the use or the sale of the school trust lands violates the trust obligation 
mandated by Congress." The purpose of the grants was to "enable states to 
produce a fund with which the states could support the public school 
system. Therefore, "without exception, the principle goal—the overriding

16Mont. Code Ann. § 77-1-202, -203 (1991).

See, e.g. Colo. Const., Article IX, Section 10; Idaho Const., Article 9, Section 8; Wyo. Const., Article 18, 
Sections 3 and 4.

^ u d y  of the State s Laws Concerning Public Lands (Legislative Commission of the Legislative Counsel 
Bureau, State of Nevada, Bulletin No. 87-13, Aug. 1986)[hereinafter Nevada Study], at pp. 7-26.
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purpose--of the trust administrative agencies is to secure the highest 
monetary return."19 *

Yet as these same authors point out, maximum economic return is a management 

directive rarely embraced even on lands held by private corporations, and may, in it’s 

strictest construction, have no place at all in the management of publicly owned lands."9

Laws and Policies Affecting the Management of Local Public Lands

Major support for the notion of planning for communities with undeveloped 

areas came from President Franklin Roosevelt’s Resettlement Administration in the 

1930s and the "garden city movement". This movement and program sought to counter 

the "wasteful and unhealthy" spiral of concrete urban growth and replace it with a better 

urban environment.21 New communities were designed with greenbelts intended to 

serve as a buffer area from surrounding development, a land reserve for future 

development, and also to "provide a rural environment for the townspeople."22 

Unfortunately, lands that were acquired for permanent buffer zones or rural open areas 

became mixed with lands acquired for "urban land reserves" for future housing 

expansion. By 1970, these experimental communities had lost most of their greenbelts or 

open areas to new commercial and residential development.23

Several years after the federal experiment with greenbelt communities increased 

public environmental awareness seemed to be the catalyst for local initiatives. Bond 

issues and new taxes were approved in many areas for the acquisition and maintenance 

of parks, greenbelts and open space. Concurrent with this source of revenue, state laws

'^Conventional Wisdom, supra note 2, at 799 (citations omitted).

^Conventional Wisdom, supra note 2, at 800.

Arnold, Joseph L., The New Deal in the Suburbs xii (1971). During this same time period, characterized 
by a national depression, significant acres of private land were lost to taxes and reverted back to state and local 
ownership.

nId. at 91.

23Id. at 93, 205.
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were passed that gave local governments considerable power over land use. This 

included the right to acquire land and rights in land for parks or open space. For 

example, an Idaho statutory provision, enacted in 1965, allows county commissioners to 

"purchase, lease, obtain by gift or accept by grant" property "for the use and purpose of a 

public park or public recreation."24

In 1985, a Commission on Americans Outdoors was appointed by President 

Reagan to review the nation’s outdoor recreation needs. A final report issued in 1986 

recommended that a network of greenways be created across the United States.25 As an 

apparent result of the interest generated by this commission’s findings, hundreds of 

greenways were subsequently developed.26

Federal funding for the acquisition of open space planning and development has 

been available for over 25 years from two principle sources. The Land and Water 

Conservation Fund and the Historic Preservation Fund have assisted communities in the 

acquisition of parks and historic sites. Money in the fund may be used to acquire open 

space and prepare land conservation and recreation plans.27

Even though there are state and federal programs that encourage local land 

planning and regulation of land use, local land management policy has traditionally been 

left to the local governing agencies. These include city parks and recreation departments, 

and often other departments or agencies that perform functions related to parks and 

recreation such as land use planning departments. In addition, local public lands may be 

managed by counties, special districts and quasi-governmental organizations for parks or 

other public purposes. These agencies receive their funding from several sources 

including federal and state grants, ad valorem taxes, or private organizations. All of these 

local governing agencies may have different authority and objectives that affect how they

ÎDAHO CODE § 63-908 (1992), added by 1965 Idaho Sess. Laws, ch. 259, § 1, p. 658.

President s Commission on Americans Outdoors, Report and Recommendation to the President of the
United States 102 (Wash., D.C.: PCAO, Dec. 1986).

ZbSee Didato, supra note 6, at 6-7.

17See Didato, supra note 6, at 8-10.
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approach land management.-8 The result has been a complex, varied and decentralized 

approach to managing local public lands.

CURRENT ISSUES IN STATE LAND MANAGEMENT

The above-described history of state land grants suggests many of the issues 

confronting land managers today. Historic policies of managing state trust lands primarily 

for revenue for public education are increasingly butting up against public pressure to 

manage for other public purposes. State and federal laws that deny or limit management 

flexibility are being revisited. Following are the major current issues suggested by 

scholars and practitioners.

Inventories. Planning and Consolidation

Like federal land management agencies, many states have no complete inventory 

of their landholdings. Bruce found that state-owned lands are often held (and managed) 

in the name of several different state agencies, with no consolidated inventory or state

wide GIS type of system.-9 Most inventories are done by the managing agency, and 

these agencies frequently rely on BLM maps to delineate boundaries.30

Planning is intertwined with the adequacy of the state land inventory. Bruce sees 

the inventory as the necessary first step to comprehensive planning. Few states have 

planning programs. Some require planning by resource or land use. For example, 

Washington has developed a ten year Forest Land Management Program. And Arizona

^Clawson, Marion and Peter Hall, Planning and Urban Growth 249 (1972).

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is a term used to describe the process by which various geographic 
features are compared through spatial relationships. GIS often involves overlaying various features such as water 
and mineral formations and comparing them. Although much of the GIS work in the past has been done by 
hand, the current trend is to use computers. Telephone conversation with Mike Robb, Cartography lab, 
Geography Department, University of Colorado (Oct. 1992).

te leph on e conversation with Melinda Bruce, Assistant Attorney General for Natural Resources, Oregon 
(June 24, 1992); Melinda conducted research on state lands during her research fellowship with the Natural 
Resources Law Center, January to May, 1991.
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requires planning for urban and community development. Comprehensive planning 

would require inter-agency cooperation and a consolidated picture of all state lands.31

Because of the manner of federal grants to states -- the same one or two sections 

in each township -  state trust lands are scattered in a checkerboard-like pattern.

Diverse land holdings are difficult to manage. Many sections are isolated, even in those 

states that received four sections per township. Most commonly these state sections are 

surrounded by U.S. Forest Service or BLM lands, managed for different and not always 

compatible objectives. Access and incompatible use can be a problem for both the state 

and federal land managers.

Some states have taken steps to consolidate their land holdings. This has involved 

exchanges with federal agencies and private parties as well as purchase of additional 

acres adjoining existing state lands. States are also working with the Bureau of Land 

Management in an effort to consolidate split estates where the state owns only the 

minerals or only the surface and the federal government owns the other estate.

Lindemann cautions that federal-state land exchange programs are frequently 

complex and not always mutually beneficial. Specific problems with consolidation efforts 

are suggested, including federal-state differences regarding (1) policies on hardrock 

mining; (2) application of multiple use policies; (3) payment in lieu of taxes to local 

government (federal government pays and the state does not); and (4) levels of 

management activity.32

Public Access for Recreational Use

The concept of multiple use, even if expressed in statutes, has not been embraced 

by most western state land managers.33 Nevertheless, public pressure, and the need for

nId.\ and Nevada Study, supra note 18, at 15.

Lindemann Thesis, supra note 2, at 88 (citing John Francis’s discussion of Utah’s Project BOLD).

Montana was one of the first states to adopt a multiple-use management policy, enacted into law in 1969. 
Mont. Code ANN. § 77-1-203 (1991). Nevada has more recently adopted a multiple-use policy, based on the 
language of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act. See NEV. Rev. Stat. § 321.0005 (1991).
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increasing revenues, has prompted many states to evaluate the potential for opening at 

least some state lands up for more than one type of use. Several western states allow 

public access for hunting, fishing, and general recreational use on state trust lands that 

have existing leases for agricultural and grazing purposes. Some of these states require 

the recreational user to obtain a license or permit from the state, and the state may 

realize significant revenues from the fees associated with such use. Though definitely not 

common today, a few states, including Oklahoma and Utah, continue to allow the 

agricultural or grazing lessee to control access.34 Escalating numbers of conflicts 

between these lessees and others desiring access for recreational use of the same state 

lands has forced some state land managers to become involved in establishing rules and 

guidelines for these additional uses.35

For example, the Colorado Board of Land Commissioners recently adopted a new 

Multiple Use Policy for state trust lands. The decision followed almost two years of work 

by the Board and a citizens task force convened by the Board. This group examined the 

concerns of those wanting access, as well as the concerns of farmers and ranchers that 

increased public access would reduce the quality of their leased land for grazing and 

crop production, or add to their costs of operation. As adopted, the new policy will allow 

multiple use and increased public access to about 50 percent of the 3 million surface 

acres of state trust land. Access will not be free. Public agencies and private 

organizations may negotiate with the Land Board to open up specific parcels of trust 

land for other uses.36

34See State of Colorado Board of Land Commissioners, Public Access Survey of Other Western States (April 
17, 1992). At the same time, Oklahoma’s public auction leasing system has resulted in more leases going to 
recreational users. See discussion infra at page 23.

35Multiple Use of Colorado State Trust Lands. Public Access Alternatives. A report to the State Board of 
Land Commissioners, Colorado Department of Natural Resources, Oct. 30, 1992 [hereinafter Colorado Multiple 
Use Report], at i, 3-4.

36See "Multiple-Use Policy Targets 500,000 Acres," The Denver Post 8D (Nov. 25, 1992); "State Land Board 
Announces Final Comment Period for Proposed Multiple-Use Policy," press release, Colorado State Board of 
Land Commissioners (Oct. 19, 1992).
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Just like any other use of state trust lands, access for recreational purposes is a 

use for which the trust can be compensated. Only two western states, Montana and 

Utah, have historically charged fees for recreational access. But increasingly, recreational 

uses, including hunting and fishing, are in high demand and are highly valued. Many 

recreational users have the ability and willingness to pay for their use. Fees can be 

charged through individual state land access licenses, through the issuance of permits to 

guides and outfitters, and through the sale of the access right in conjunction with state 

land grazing or farming permits. The rancher or farmer could either hold the right to 

prevent access, or he could actively manage the lands for recreational uses.37

Range Management

Range management practices on state lands can have a significant impact on the 

West. Grazing leases cover over 30 million acres of state trust lands in the West. In most 

western states, over 50 percent of state trust land surface acres are leased for grazing 

use. In Arizona, Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming, over 85 percent 

of trust lands are leased for grazing.38 Washington manages about 33 percent, or one 

million acres, of trust land for grazing use.39

State grazing lands may be more degraded than federal grazing lands. Conditions 

attached to state leases may be inadequate to protect the condition of the rangelands.

Duffield, John, Bruce Anderson and Chris Neher, "Economic Analysis of the Values of Surface Uses of 
State Lands," Report for Montana Department of State Lands (February 1993), Summary Report at 39 
[hereinafter Summary Report]; and Task 2 Report at 48 (entitled "Survey of Western State Land Managers (Dec. 
1992)).

Souder, Jon A. and Sally K. Fairfax, Western States Survey Responses (State Lands Project, Department 
of Forestry and Resource Management, University of California, Berkeley, CA. 143 pp., December, 1989), at 
Table 7; Souder, Jon A., Economic Strategies for the Management of School and institutional Trust Lands: A 
Comparison Study of Ten Western States (Ph.D. Dissertation, Department of Forestry and Resource
Management, University of California, Berkeley, 179 pp., 1990) [hereinafter Souder Dissertation], at Tables 2-2a, 
and 2-2b.

Letter to Teresa Rice from Pat McElroy, Deputy Supervisor, Washington State Department of Natural 
Resources (Jan. 6, 1993)[hereinafter McElroy Letter].
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While today some states actively manage and police range practices,40 in the past many 

western states relied on the Bureau of Land Management to carry out this function.41

Some states are beginning to look at better range management. Arizona has 

developed the concept of a multi-agency plan, known as "Coordinated Ranch Plans." 

These plans set a schedule for range improvements, establish a rangeland monitoring 

program, and design a grazing system that allows for periods of "plant rest" to promote 

growth during the growing season.42 Washington has implemented 20 "Management 

Plans, often involving lessees, permittees and adjacent landowners, and covering almost 

200,000 acres of state trust rangeland.

New Mexico has developed a range program to encourage state grazing lessees to 

better manage state grazing lands. This program, called the "Range Stewardship 

Incentive Program," was developed to recognize and reward "the accomplishments of 

those lessees who, over the years, have consistently practiced a strong land ethic." It is 

also intended to improve lands currently in poor or fair condition. Lessees who qualify 

can receive a 25 percent reduction in grazing fees. To qualify, the lessee must obtain an 

evaluation by a qualified range specialist. The State Land Office provides training 

courses in conjunction with New Mexico State University for range conservationists who 

wish to become qualified. This year, the first year for the new program, ten leases 

involving over 78,000 acres of grazing lands are participating in the program. These 

lessees will receive the 25 percent reduction in grazing fees beginning in the fall of 1993, 

and continuing five years or until their permit expires. The State Land Board is also

A0Id. Washington has a procedure for reviewing and amending lease permit language to reflect changing 
policy and changing range management technologies, as well as increased public use. Also, Washington employs 
a range specialist who provide information and training to field personnel, lessees and permittees for better range 
management protection of riparian areas.

4lDept. of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management, Grazing Land Policies in Ten Western States (Oct.
1961).

J2Lindemann Thesis, supra note 2, at 83.
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working with the Soil Conservation Service and the Bureau of Land Management to 

expand the benefits of this program.43

The formula for determining the cost of leases is being revisited in Colorado and 

some other states. In Colorado, lease rates are currently based on private grazing rates, 

but the private rates are reduced fifty percent to compensate for the difference in 

amenities. That is, the state does not provide salt, fencing or water, generally provided by 

private lessors.44 At the same time, states generally do not pay land assessments or 

taxes. Washington’s grazing fees, for example, average $2 to $4 less per animal unit 

month (AUM) than private rates in consideration of the lower costs to the state, and 

fewer amenities provided by the state.45

A 1983 audit of the Montana Department of State Lands concluded that "grazing 

rates are not maximizing income to the trust fund in part because the department 

charges below the fair market value for its leases." The report also suggested that raising 

the rate to the average value of comparable competitive bids would increase income by 

about $5 million dollars a year.46 A more recent study of the value of surface uses in 

Montana reported that the state’s minimum bid price of $4.17 per AUM was about $3.50 

below fair market value.47

Information sheet on the Range Management Incentive Program, prepared by the New Mexico State Land 
Office, SLO Sup. 2.1 (8/92); and telephone conversation with Mary Bubose, Surface Division and Gilbert 
Borrega, Field Division, New Mexico State Land Office (Feb. 25, 1993). Generally, the fee for the evaluation 
discourages participation by smaller ranchers, those whose allotments are less than 640 acres. The state hopes
to tram county extension service agents who will perform the evaluations on smaller ranches at little or no 
charge.

^Lindemann Thesis, supra note 2, at 32. 

i5See McElroy Letter, supra note 39.

. ^ tate ° f Montana’ office ° f the Legislative Auditor, Performance Audit on State-Owned and leased I and 
27-28 (June 1983).

Summary Report, supra note 37, at 18. Fair market value was determined by looking at six different 
met ods for determinmg FMV, including (1) a statistical model using private market grazing leases; (2) a model 
based on the average price of private leases most like the state leases; (3) a model based on the average 
competmve bid for the those state land grazing leases that are currently issued by competitive bid; (4) a model 
hat looks at what ranchers report is a fair price for state leases; (5) a model that considers what other public 
land management agencies charge for private grazing leases; and (6) a model based on current literature on the
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Timber Management

Nationally, states manage nearly 30 million acres of timberland.48 The 

overwhelming majority of these state-managed forests are in the western states. Alaska 

alone holds over 4 million acres of state forests. Idaho, Montana, Oregon and 

Washington account for another 9 million acres.49

Most of these state forests are held by the states as trust lands. State leases for 

forestry use are significant in terms of the resource produced and in terms of revenue to 

the state. Washington, Oregon and Idaho collectively have produced more than one 

billion board feet a year over the past decade.50 Washington leads all western states in 

annual receipts from trust land management activity. In 1988, trust beneficiaries received 

$178 million in revenues, primarily from the state’s 2.1 million acres of commercial 

forests.51

Current issues in state management of timberlands focus on the duration of 

management objectives -  short-term versus long-term benefits -  and on who is or should 

be the beneficiary of trust timberland management.52 Most western states have 

managed their commercial forests to maximize revenue and protect the forest resource. 

The Idaho Division of Forest Resources functions are illustrative of this narrow 

objective:

value of public land grazing.
A detailed comparison of western state grazing fees as well as other provisions in agricultural and grazing 

leases on state trust lands will soon be available. See Souder, Jon A. and Sally K. Fairfax, State Trust Lands 
(tentative title), Island Press (1994 forthcoming).

J8"Timberland" is generally agreed to mean land that grows at least 20 cubic feet of wood per acre per year 
and is not reserved for other uses. Wolfe, Jared and Melody Mobley, "Nonfederal Public Forests," American 
Forests 31 (Nov./Dec. 1989).

J9Waggener, Thomas R., "Public Lands, State Lands -  Whose Lands? State Forestry on State Lands," 
Western Wildlands 24 (Fall 1990).

xId. at 26

5lSouder Dissertation, supra, at 27-28; Wolfe and Mobley, supra note 48, at 32.

52Waggener, supra, at 25-26; and comments of Sally Fairfax, March 1993.
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1. Develop the annual timber sale program of 157,000,000 board feet and 
supervise the harvesting of these forest products on state endowment lands.

2. Develop and administer an intensive forest improvement program to 
enhance the productive capacity and manageability of state-owned forest 
lands.53

Other, more long-term uses of the forests, such as recreation, wildlife, fish and water 

resources, have received secondary consideration, if any, in reaching management 

decisions.

Washington has "special lands policies" that direct the department of natural 

resources to identify state forest lands "with special ecological features that fill critical 

gaps in ecosystem diversity."54 However, rather than managing identified areas as trust 

lands for the broader goal of ecosystem diversity, state policy requires the department to 

"seek legislation and funding to remove these lands from trust ownership."55

Should state land managers consider long-term uses and other beneficiaries when 

planning for timber management on trust lands? Fairfax, Souder and Goldenman assert 

that forested trust lands can be managed for multiple uses only if the uses (1) contribute 

to the overall generation of revenues for the trust; (2) are revenue neutral; or (3) are 

funded by other sources.56

Nevertheless, many state timber sales today are conditioned or canceled as a 

result of political pressure to consider non-revenue producing, long-term public values, 

causing a loss of revenue to the state. For example, a timber sale was proposed in 

Washington adjacent to a state park. The sale was not designed to protect park values, 

and a citizen-based lawsuit ensued. The timber sale was eventually canceled as a result 

of the political pressure. Public pressure and federal laws that work to protect the

Land Administration in the Western States, (Public Lands Institute Report 36, 
J  81)’ se? “lso S_tate °f Montana, Office of the Legislative Auditor, Performance Audit Report, Management of 
Forested Trust Land 6-7 (Nov. 1992). ------- -------------

Washington State Department of Natural Resources, Forest Resource Plan 26 (July 1992).

55Id.

*See Conventional Wisdom, supra note 2, at 905; see also Waggener, supra note 49, at 27-29.
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spotted owl are another example, having cost the State of Washington five timber sales 

and tens of millions of dollars in trust revenues.57

Environmental Controls

Only a few western states require any kind of an environmental review document 

prior to approving activities on state lands. Montana’s Environmental Policy Act and the 

rules promulgated under the Act provide a detailed scheme that must be followed by 

state land managers.58 Additionally, many western states have little or no reclamation 

requirements for land disturbing activities such as mining, oil and gas development and 

timber harvesting on state lands.59

By comparing state land management to federal land management other 

omissions become apparent. A large number of federal acres have been set aside or 

withdrawn for preservation of natural resources and wildlife values, as wilderness or 

some other protective designation. Although states have parks and other recreation 

areas, many states have not segregated any trust lands for protective status.60 Another 

comparison is off-road vehicle regulation. Most western states have made no effort to 

regulate off-road vehicle use that can cause extensive damage to land and other 

resources.61

What role should local government play in environmental regulation? As public 

awareness of environmental problems increases, local governments have become more

^Telephone conversation with Daniel Bigger, Forest Practice Specialist, Forest Practices Division, 
Washington Department of Natural Resources (Nov. 19, 1992).

58Mont. code Ann. § 75-1-101 (1991); and Mont. Adm. Rules § 26.2.641 (1989).

5gFor a comparison of states’ efforts at environmental regulation of land use and other activities, see "Ranking 
of States’ Environmental Controls," in Environmental Regulation of Industrial Plant Siting: How to Make it Work
Better. The Conservation Foundation (1983), at Appendix A.

'^Washington is doing this and compensating the trust for the value of the trust land set aside. See discussion 
infra, at page 23. Alaska has set aside over nine million acres of state land, and boasts two of the largest state 
parks in the nation. Comments of Ron Swanson, Director, Division of Land, Alaska Department of Natural 
Resources (Jan. 1993).

61Patric, supra note 53, at 9.
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active in regulating activity that affects the quality of the local environment. Is a conflict 

with state and federal agencies inevitable? One author argues that this need not occur: 

[TJhere is significant untapped potential...to fill gaps in existing regulatory schemes and 

to define and structure regulations that operate concurrently with state and federal laws 

while more precisely catering to unique local needs and concerns."62

Local Regulation of State Lands

More and more, local governments are using zoning laws to regulate the use of all 

lands within their boundaries including state and federal lands. Do they have legal 

authority to do this? Does it make a difference if the state land affected by the local 

zoning are trust lands or non-trust lands? The Conda Mine case in Colorado held that 

counties can impose zoning restrictions on state trust lands absent a clear legislative 

statement to the contrary. Since 1969, Conda had been mining rock, rock moss and clay 

under two mining leases on state trust lands near the town of Eldorado Springs, in 

Boulder County. State reclamation laws required Conda to apply to the Mined Land 

Reclamation Board for a new permit when Conda proposed to expand operations in 

1985. One of the conditions of a reclamation permit is compliance with local zoning 

laws.63 Boulder County notified the Reclamation Board that the proposed expansion 

would violate County zoning laws and the County comprehensive plan. The mining 

permit was denied. The Colorado Supreme Court held that, "in the absence of a clear 

expression to exclude state lands from county zoning regulations" the state reclamation 

laws authorize the counties to exercise zoning over state lands.64

Spot zoning can also be a problem for state land managers. In 1991, Kitsap 

County, Washington rezoned timberlands managed by the State Department of Natural

Come, Pamela, An Assessment of the Role of Local Government in Environmental Regulation," 5 UCLA
J. of Envir. Law & Policy 145, 146 (1985). ---------

^COLO. rev . STAT. § 34-32-109 (1984 and Supp. 1992). 

n 0Qi?°lOrad° SlatC B° ard ° f Land Commnrs‘ v- Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Board, 809 P.2d 974, 984
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Resources to a more restrictive development category. The ordinance was adopted after 

DNR announced a plan to exchange a 640 acre parcel of timbered trust land in Kitsap 

County, known as the "Banner" property, for some private land in King County. The 

Banner property is treasured by nearby residents who want to keep the area 

undeveloped. Employing emergency zoning powers, the county was able to prevent the 

exchange by prohibiting the development envisioned in the transaction. The state 

challenged the county’s ordinance as illegal spot zoning of trust land. The superior court 

granted the state’s motion and overturned the ordinance.65 Arizona may be the next 

forum on this issue as large acreages of state trust land are within the two major urban 

areas in the state, Phoenix and Tucson.66

As these examples illustrate, conflict between a state land agency and a local 

jurisdiction can arise when local regulation prevents the state from using state trust lands 

in a manner that would maximize revenue. There is also potential conflict between local 

regulation and a more general state trust obligation to manage state lands for the public 

good. One solution may be for the local agency to compensate the state trust fund for 

restricting the use of state lands. In some areas of Colorado, for example, the state land 

board has entered an agreement with local agencies whereby the state is given monetary 

compensation in exchange for the local agency limiting the use of the state land to parks 

and other public purposes that may generate little or no income for the trust.

“State of Washington, Dept, of Natural Resources v. The County of Kitsap, Case No. 91-2-00303-7, Superior 
Court of Mason County, Washington, Order Granting Motion For Summary Judgment (Feb. 4, 1992), and 
Plaintiff Natural Resources’ Reply Brief in Support of Summary Judgment Motion (Jan. 9, 1992). Despite the 
state’s victory in the case, the developer did not proceed with the exchange, expecting further challenge from the 
community. Telephone conversation with Doug Fortner, County Attorney, Kitsap County (Mar. 22, 1993).

"’See e.g. Arizona v. City of Phoenix, Superior Court of the State of Arizona, Maricopa County, Case No. 
C-26-457 (Jan. 20, 1982). Sally Fairfax has pointed out that while Arizona law may provide more guidance on 
this issue, it also has the clearest federally imposed trust. Comments of Sally Fairfax, March 1993.

State law may expressly limit local powers, and has done so in Alaska, Alaska Stat. § 38.04.065 (Supp. 1992). 
Regional land use plans are required that provide for the use and management of state lands. Local 
comprehensive plans can be adopted into the regional plans if the local plan "adequately recognizes and protects 
state interests." Id. at § 38.04.065 (d).
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Submerged Lands

Many western states own, by virtue of their sovereignty, lands underlying 

navigable waterways within their borders. Commonly associated with coastal waterways, 

in fact the term applies to many inland rivers, streams and lakes. These lands are held in 

trust for the public. They are not part of the school grants, so should not be subject to 

any federal limitations that might apply to the school grant lands. In general, these lands 

are subject to the public trust doctrine which requires that they be managed for the 

benefit of all the people.

Submerged lands can be valuable financial assets for states. A significant portion 

of the use is for docks and wharves. This includes recreational facilities as well as 

foundations for "floating" restaurants and housing. Oregon boasts a floating condominium 

complex on state submerged lands,67 while Nevada issues state leases for uses over 

Lake Tahoe. These lands hold valuable extractive resources as well. California has 

earned substantial revenues from oil production from submerged lands in the Santa 

Barbara channel. Washington State earned over a $1 million in 1989 by leasing 

harvesting rights for shellfish in the Puget Sound.68 * Oregon has a kelp leasing

program. Many states lease submerged lands of navigable rivers and streams for sand 

and gravel operations.70

There are several issues emerging with regard to submerged lands. First, not all 

states have taken advantage of this ownership to produce revenue for the state. 

Traditionally, state permitting applied primarily to wharves and docks. Extractive 

resource use has gone largely unregulated, with no benefit accruing to state coffers. And

. . .  conversation Annie Ojeda, Resources Management Section, Oregon Division of State Lands
(Mar. 15, 1992).

^Wash. Code Ann. § 79.14.020 (1991). These examples are taken from research by Melinda Bruce, as set 
out in a draft report on state land management by Melinda Bruce and Teresa Rice, available at the Natural 
Resources Law Center.

See ORE. Rev. Stat. § 274.885 (1991). Oregon is currently evaluating its kelp leasing program. The state 
as issued one lease in five years, and has received only modest revenues from this lease. Telephone message 

from Jerry Hedrick, Oregon Department of State Lands (Mar. 26, 1993).

See generally, draft state land management paper, supra note 68.
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many private businesses have grown up around the unregulated private use of these 

resources.

In addition to regulation for increasing trust revenues, some states are taking

affirmative steps to clarify their ownership of navigable beds in order to open up

opportunities for public use. Arizona has recently enacted a statute meant to clarify and

possibly expand the submerged lands and waterways over which the state has jurisdiction.

The preamble to the new law states:

In recent years both this state and certain citizens of this state have 
asserted claims that certain watercourses in this state...were navigable at 
the time of statehood. If proven, these claims would confirm ownership of 
all lands located in the beds of these watercourses in the state as part of 
the public trust. ... The purpose of this act is to establish an administrative 
procedure for the necessary fact-finding efforts and the determination of 
the extent of this state’s ownership of the beds of watercourses in this 
state.71

The act establishes a commission to be appointed by the Governor, who are to 

determine which watercourses were and were not navigable as of the date of 

statehood.72 Oregon is also looking at this issue in a pending case, filed to establish 

navigability for state title purposes, and thus the state’s right to regulate and tax a 

thriving sand and gravel operation.73

Finally, some western states are concerned with the environmental protection of 

submerged lands. In Washington, for example, the submerged lands underlying Puget 

Sound and coastal areas of the state are threatened by the unauthorized dumping of 

sewage and pollution, including urban and agricultural runoff. Arizona’s new navigability 

law requires the commission to identify public trust values now associated with navigable

711992 Ariz. Sess. Laws, Ch. 297, § 1.

72Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 37-1123 (1992).

te leph on e conversation with Jane Ard, Assistant Attorney General, State of Oregon (Mar.22, 1993).
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waterways, and, in setting priorities for investigation of waterways, to consider the degree 

to which public trust values are threatened.4

Managing State Lands For Maximum Revenue Production

A big issue today for many western states is whether they are required to manage 

state lands to maximize economic returns, and, if so, what this means. As discussed 

above, maximizing revenue may be required by the enabling act or the state’s 

constitution. In some cases, this is required by their admission act or by their 

constitution. Generally, an obligation to maximize revenue means that the state cannot 

accept less than market value for the use of state lands in order to further other goals.

For example, in Oklahoma Education Assoc, v. Nigh,15 the court struck down 

state laws limiting rents and interest rates that can be charged by state land 

commissioners for farming and grazing leases on state lands. Neither the enabling act 

nor the state constitution expressly required the commissioners to obtain maximum 

economic return. Nevertheless, the court based its conclusion on general trust principles, 

and found that the stricken state laws constituted a subsidy of farming and ranching, and 

required management inconsistent with the terms of the original grant and the state 

constitution.

How significant are revenues generated from state land use? The amount varies 

considerably from state to state. Most western states receive $5 to 50 million a year from 

trust lands. New Mexico and Washington receive over $125 million a year from oil and 

gas use and timber use, respectively.6 The more important question may be how much 

of the revenue goes into the permanent trust fund, and what percentage this fund 

contributes to the state’s annual education budget.

Colorado, for example, receives about $25 million annually from state lands. Sixty 

percent of this amount comes from minerals, including coal, oil and gas, and sand and 74 75

74Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 37-1123 (1992).

75642 P.2d 230 (Okla. 1982).

‘’Souder Dissertation, supra note 38, at 26-28.
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gravel. The balance comes from surface leases, primarily grazing and crop production.

All funds generated from state lands in Colorado go into the general education fund.

This amounts to 2.8 percent of the state’s contribution to the annual eduction budget of

approximately $2 billion.77 In other western states, public schools receive from one to

thirteen percent of their annual budgets from state land revenues.78

A recent Oregon Attorney General’s Opinion explored the meaning of the

revenue maximization" obligation. The notion of focusing on immediate economic

returns was rejected for a broader, more long-term definition:

While on the one had the board must receive full market value from that 
resource, on the other, the duty to "maximize revenue" does not limit the 
board to "mechanical consideration" of economic factors....the board may 
incur present expenses or take management actions which reduce present 
income if these actions are intended to maximize income over the long 
term...."resources"...include all of the features of the land that may be of 
use to schools. Just as a trustee diversifies a portfolio, the board should 
consider uses of other resources, such as minerals, water, yew bark, etc., 
that may offer revenues for the fund. The board may set aside temporarily 
for the purpose of "banking" an asset while its economic value appreciates,
...the board may have good trust reasons for conserving resources that have 
little or no commercial value at the present time....Promoting the long-term 
health of revenue producing resources may require conservation measures 
aimed at non-commercial resources such as water or soils.79

In line with this opinion, some western states are looking for opportunities to 

manage lands for a broader range of purposes and at the same time generate the same 

or additional revenue from the lands. This may include charging a fee for an added 

recreational use, charging other state agencies such as the Division of Wildlife for access 

rights, changing the royalty structure of existing mineral, or oil and gas leases, and

Telephone conversation with John Wilkes, Commissioner, Colorado Board of Land Commissioners (Oct. 
1992).

Table prepared by Melinda Bruce; no figures available for California, Nevada or New Mexico.

^Opinion of the Oregon Attorney General, No. 8223 (July 24, 1992), at pages 19-20.
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managing urban lands for higher returns. Indeed, commercial leasing and development in 

urban areas is being looked at as a potentially lucrative source of revenue.80

Washington has developed a transfer program to protect sensitive trust land areas 

and at the same time add money to the school construction fund. In 1989, facing 

inadequate school construction funds and growing environmental concerns for trust lands, 

the state legislature approved a creative school funding mechanism that adds to school 

construction funds while protecting sensitive trust lands. Over $150 million was 

appropriated to the Department ot Natural Resources so that the trust could be 

compensated for certain trust lands that were segregated as Natural Area Preserves or 

Natural Resource Conservation Areas. The part of the purchase price attributed to the 

land is used by the Department to buy income-producing forest lands to replace the 

lands being segregated. The balance of the purchase price, attributable to the value of 

the timber, is deposited into the school construction account. The timber value 

constitutes about 90 percent of the purchase price.81

As a result of the Nigh decision discussed above, Oklahoma has been offering 

state land leases only at public auction. The lease will go to the highest bid, although 

the use may be for hunting, fishing or other recreational use. So long as the lessee 

complies with the contract terms, these uses have been allowed. This ten-year old public 

leasing system has served state coffers well. Revenues have doubled, from an average of 

four million a year to an average of eight million a year.82

i ^~eXa^.p e’ Anzona recently offered a trust land commercial property for lease at a minimum bid of 
nearly $23 million, or about $14,200 per acre. The parcel was comprised of over 1,600 acres that included sites 
or a golf course, residential development, a school and park. See Arizona State Land Department, Core North 

Participation Agreement Summary Sheet (Jan. 1993). See also, a brochure produced by the Oklahoma 
Commissioners of the Land Office entitled "Opportunities For Business Development of School Trust Lands."

Washington Department of Natural Resources, Washington Trust Land Transfer Program (Jan. 1993).

H2See Letter from Carol Ford, Secretary, Oklahoma Commissioners of the Land Office 
telephone conversation with Carol Ford (Feb. 17, 1993). Nebraska has a similar program, 
both state’s leasing programs, see Summary Report, supra note 37, at 22-23.

(Jan. 5, 1993), and 
For a discussion of
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Managing Trust Lands for Non-Traditional Uses

Should goals other than "maximum economic benefit" be considered in managing 

state trust lands? In Ltah, a legislative task force considered arguments in favor of 

managing trust lands for a broader range of public purposes. The task force rejected the 

arguments, and in fact the state legislature in 1992 strengthened the traditional goal of 

maximum revenue production by subordinating the existing multiple-use sustained yield 

management directive to "standard trust administration principles."83

Although the basis for Utah’s rejection is unclear, some interests have questioned 

whether additional income generated by new uses, like recreation, will be offset by any 

negative, long-term impacts on the resource. Farmers and ranchers in Colorado are 

concerned about potential damage to crops and structures, as well as actual damage to 

the land. Additionally, allowing access to leased lands may require extensive additional 

expense in law enforcement and trespass monitoring.84

Stanley Cole argues it is expected and acceptable that social goals such as those 

related to agriculture and recreation may be considered, and in effect compromise or 

limit pure economic goals in trust land management "to ensure the greatest social 

benefit." His premise is that the goal for trust land management should be serving the 

greatest social good. Cole seems to argue that any use of trust lands must involve 

compensation to the trust fund to avoid a violation of the land grant conditions.85

Fairfax, Souder and Goldenman question the notion that the overriding goal must 

be maximum economic return. They define the trust doctrine as applied to state lands to 

be more flexible than traditionally viewed. In particular, they see the mandate to 

preserve the corpus of the trust while making the trust productive as the key to more 

moderate management taking into account a range of social benefits. Revenue

“UTAH Code Ann. § 65A-2-1 (Supp. 1992). Prior to the 1992 amendment, this provision used the phrase 
"consistent with trust responsibilities."

MSee Colorado Multiple Use Report, supra note 35, at i, and Appendix D.

“Cole, Stanley M., "School Land Problems and Prospects, Through the Eyes of an Educator," in Public Land 
Policy 143, 146-47 (1968).
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generation does not mandate "maximizing returns" and land managers may consider 

social benefits "as long as they can be shown to meet beneficiary needs".86 These 

authors consider whether and to what extent states are limited in their ability to manage 

trust lands, and suggest ways for changing the trust obligation.87

Lindemann considers management for other social goals, and refers to Stanley 

Cole’s thinking on this topic. However, he finds the issue of whether public purposes can 

be served absent compensation to the trust to be a moot point after the Supreme Court’s 

decision in the Lassen case.88 In Lindemann’s words "[w]e now ask state land agencies 

to determine he relative merit of competing uses in the overall fabric of societal 

objectives"89. How do state land managers reach a decision when balancing a request 

from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to lease land as forage for pronghorn against a 

request from a rancher to use the same land as forage for beef cattle? Lindemann 

suggests that the principle of maximum revenue must be the guide: if multiple leases are 

compatible, then the state must issue leases for all of the uses to multiply the revenue 

for the trust. If the revenue from competing and incompatible uses is equal, then the 

land agency can determine which use is in the best interests of the state.

The Role of the Legislature in Setting State Land Policy

The make-up of state land administrative bodies in the West is similar: an 

executive department or division, staffed primarily by civil servants, that carries out the 

state land policy. While there are major differences in the nature of the policy-making 

body, the only factor that Lindemann identifies as affecting "the stewardship of the land" 

is the extent to which the legislature is involved in the functioning of the land agency. He 

cites Arizona as an example where the active role of the legislature has led to enhanced

^Conventional Wisdom, supra note 2, at 801-02; 909.

^Conventional Wisdom, supra note 2, at 861-91.

Lassen v. Arizona Highway Dep’t, 385 U.S. 458 (1969). Fairfax cautions that this case interprets the 
Arizona enabling act, which is unique, and therefore not representative of most other western states.

^Lindemann Thesis, supra note 14, at 97.
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protection of archaeological sites on state lands, and improved protection of state lands 

against trespass and overgrazing, among other benefits. Colorado, in contrast, where the 

legislative role is minor, suffers from a legislative lack of understanding of the trust 

nature and value of state lands.90 Lindemann suggests that an active role of the 

legislature ensures that state land policy and administration will reflect current public 

values.

ISSUES FOR LOCAL PUBLIC LANDS

Local land management and planning is unique from state land issues in some 

respects but share common objectives and concerns. A primary distinction is that, while 

local lands and management decisions may be laden with a type of public trust 

obligation, they are generally not subject to federal grant and enabling act language 

common to state trust lands. It follows that maximizing economic returns has not 

historically been a primary goal. Given limited income and expanding public demands, 

however, counties and cities in some locations are looking at revenue production on 

open space or other public areas as a way to meet budget needs.

Another difference is that most local public lands must be acquired from private 

sources. There is some public resistance to the idea of government owning land to 

prevent development. Indeed, a 1965 forest industry publication on government land 

acquisition reflects a view still held by many today:

Some land buying at all levels of government is inevitable and desirable for 
proper maintenance of the nation’s health, welfare and safety. Such 
acquisitions can be kept within reasonable bounds, however, only if people 
are informed and alert.91

Because undeveloped areas adjacent to or near an urban area often have 

development potential, costs of acquisition may be high. In most communities, funding is

^Lindemann Thesis, supra note 14, at 79-80.

yiAmerican Forest Products Industries Inc., Government Land Acquisition. A Summary of Land Acquisition 
by Federal. State and Local Governments up to 1964 (Colorado Edition, 1965), at 31.
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a real constraint on the aggressiveness of the local parks and open space programs. 

Development rights, often called conservation easements, can be purchased rather than 

the fee ownership, but the price for such an easement is often as high as ninety percent 

of the fee price, particularly for lands adjacent to urban areas where the potential for 

development in the near future is great.

Like state public land management, however, management of local lands requires 

some subjective, value-laden trade-offs. For example, should the county acquire a strip of 

land as a buffer zone near the urban developed areas, or direct those funds toward the 

acquisition of larger undeveloped areas on the outskirts of the community? Or should 

the county allow oil and gas leasing on its open space areas? These and other related 

issues confront local land managers across the West today.

Planning for Protected Areas

Some states, including Colorado, require local governments to prepare land use

plans. These plans generally include an inventory of local public lands, and designate

areas for open space, parks, development, and other purposes. Once the plans are in

place, zoning laws must be modified to reflect the different designations set out in the

plan. What happens after this stage varies considerably from one location to another.

Broad planning goals are often not translated into specific action to protect designated 
areas.

Arapaho County in Colorado, for example, includes undeveloped prairie areas in 

the eastern part of the County that is home for migratory antelope herds. Much of the 

rest of the county is high density development, with little opportunity for future open 

space. County planners recognize the public value of these prairie areas, and that there 

should be some consideration of protecting these areas for the preservation of the native 

wildlife species. The Arapaho County Comprehensive Plan talks in broad terms about 

"reserving tracts of land to remain undeveloped" for pubic purposes, including the 

preservation of natural vegetation and wildlife. Despite this recognition, the county has
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not yet applied this broad goal to acquire or otherwise protect any part of these prairie
92areas.

Criterion for Selecting Specific Lands for Protection

As a next step following the adoption of a planning document, many local 

governments today have some type of program for the identification and protection of 

undeveloped areas. Purposes for which these areas may be identified include (1) to 

create buffer zones between developed areas; (2) to provide recreational opportunities 

for the local community; (3) to protect unique cultural or natural features or wildlife 

and fish populations; and (4) to restore an area that has previously been disturbed by 

resource development or other uses. For example, the master plan for Jefferson County, 

Colorado defines open space broadly enough to include areas called "regional preserves," 

defined as an area of outstanding natural, scenic or historic quality with opportunities for 

primarily passive recreational and educational activities. This category includes "critical 

habitat areas" with restricted or no recreational use permitted, "regional wilderness" 

areas that are isolated from human development and offer backcountry recreational 

experiences, and "scenic and unique areas" that are large scale geographic features that 

should be protected from development.93

How well does this local identification process reflect public values today? 

Generally, public input is built in through meetings during the identification and 

selection process, and through review by a board that includes citizen representatives or 

elected officials. The City or County staff makes the initial decision to pursue a property 

designation or acquisition, then presents ideas at these public meetings and to the 

appropriate review boards, who then either adopt, reject, or modify the staffs 

recommendations. For example, in Jefferson County, Colorado, proposals for open space 

acquisition (defined broadly here to include leases and conservation easements) may

te leph on e conversation with Edward P. Clark, Senior Planning Chief, Arapaho County Planning 
Department (Nov. 6, 1992).

^Jefferson County, Colo., Open Space Program, The Jefferson County Open Space Master Plan 7-8 (June 
1989).
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originate with staff or a private party, but are initially reviewed by staff for consistency 

with the master plan. Only if staff recommends acquisition is the proposal submitted to 

the county’s Open Space Advisory Committee (OSAC), made up of both county 

employees and private citizens. This Committee reviews the proposal at a public 

meeting. If the Committee agrees with the staffs recommendation, the OSAC then 

adopts a resolution to this effect, and the matter goes before the Jefferson County 

Commissioners for approval.94

In other jurisdictions, there may be public involvement in more preliminary stages 

of identification and selection. For example, the City of Portland, pursuant to a statewide 

planning mandate, identified areas with wildlife habitat potential. An inventory was 

prepared of resource sites with a high probability of containing valuable natural 

features" and located within the boundaries of the projected service limits of the City.95 

The initial list of areas was prepared by a technical advisory committee of wildlife 

experts representing conservation groups, private industry, and public agencies. This 

committee then contacted various city agencies and special interest groups, conducted 

site visits, and sent letters to neighborhood associations and more special interest groups, 

informing them of the study and requesting identification of other potential sites. The 

result was a list of natural resource sites reflective of a broad spectrum of public input, 

that were then described in more detail and evaluated.96

Revenue for Public Land Acquisition

Funding is the primary limitation for local public land acquisition programs. As 

discussed above, federal funds have been available in the past under the Land and Water 

Conservation Fund. But most requests from local governments in recent years have not 

been met. The primary source of funds today for most counties is an ad valorem or 

property tax. Two counties in Colorado receive funds from a special tax source. Jefferson

*Id. at 33-34.

"Bureau of Planning, City of Portland, Johnson Creek R^in Protection Plan ^  (July 1991)

*Id. at 32.
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County, Colorado is the envy of surrounding areas for its one-half of one percent sales 

tax for open space acquisition. This source provides $18 to $19 million a year for this 

purpose. The City of Boulder receives revenues from a sales tax specifically for the 

acquisition, maintenance, and preservation of open space. In 1992 alone, $10.2 was 

generated from this tax for the city’s open space program. Over 25 years, Boulder has 

spent $78 million under this program to preserve 23,100 acres of land.97 These 

examples are unusual. Most county departments of parks and recreation in Colorado and 

across the West rely solely on their share of the ad valorem tax to cover their acquisition 

program as well as other local programs. Several have attempted and failed to get voter 

approval of similar sales tax funding.

Pooling resources may be one option. Tiny budgets of several cities and counties 

as well as private citizen groups collectively may be sufficient to purchase open space 

important to all of these entities for different reasons. For example, in Douglas County, 

Colorado a coalition was formed in early 1993 made up of the planning and parks 

departments of the county and all municipalities within the country. Also involved are 

private groups including the Douglas County Land Conservancy. Describing the process 

as a grass-roots movement, a member of the coalition said the group is "looking to 

preserve open space in Douglas County while there is still open space to preserve."98

Local recreation or park districts, where they are formed, are authorized to assess 

a general tax on property owners within the district. The advantage of this type of special 

district is they may be able to assess at a higher level for recreation than would be 

possible by a city or county.99

Another option for local agencies may exist where there are federal public lands 

in adjacent to the local jurisdictions. Pursuant to the Recreation and Public Purposes 

Act, Boulder County, Colorado has acquired a twenty-five year lease on 1300 acres of

97"City Celebrates 25 Years of Open Space," Colorado Daily 8 (Nov. 24. 1992).

y8"Douglas County group hopes to save open space," Rocky Mountain News 24, col.l (Feb. 1, 1993).

"C olo. Rev. Stat. § 29-7-101 (1986).
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Bureau of Land Management land adjacent to the County’s 2600 acre open space in 
Eldorado Canyon.

Boulder County, Colorado recently proposed a fee on building permits to raise 

money to buy more open space. The onetime fee, estimated at about $6,000 per single 

family dwelling, was to be effective for six years. Proponents saw the fee as a reasonable 

way for development to pay for the purchase of additional open space. The County 

hoped to generate $1 million over six years, assuming that it would issue 250 permits a 

year during the six year life of the tax. Opposition was strong, primarily due to the 

magnitude of the assessment. Following public hearings, county commissioners delayed 

taking any action on the proposal.100

Given the funding constraints, some cities and counties are leasing open space for 

limited types of resource development as a tool for generating additional funds. In some 

cases, however, development is occurring with no benefit to the local entity.

Leasing Public Lands for Private Resource Developmpnr

It may seem inconsistent to see an oil and gas rig pumping on local public lands, 

such as parks and open space, but in fact this is happening in some locations in the 

West. This may occur where there is a split estate, and only the surface rights are owned 

or controlled by the city or county. The mineral estate owner has a right to develop the 

mineral resources, and the local entity must allow access for this purpose, although 

reasonable conditions may be imposed on the operator. For example, in 1981 Boulder 

County purchased Rock Creek Farm but the mineral rights were not part of the 

conveyance. Subsequent to the sale, the owner of the mineral rights entered a lease 

agreement with and exploration company to explore and drill for natural gas. Consistent 

with the lessees rights, new access roads may be developed to allow access to some of 

the well sites. The county cannot legally prevent or even condition this activity because it

100Boulder Sunday Camera 1, 9A (Jan. 10, 1993).
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does not own the mineral rights. At the same time, the county will not receive any 

economic benefit from the development.101

A second scenario for development might be where the local entity has acquired 

the entire fee estate as open space, but there is an existing oil and gas operation. The 

county or city may decide to allow continuation of the development for the benefit of the 

royalty payments. Again, conditions may be imposed on the operator.

Finally, the local entity may acquire a parcel of land in fee where there is no 

existing oil and gas operation, but may later decide to lease the area for oil and gas 

development. The City of Boulder, for example, might consider leasing open space for 

this purpose under a "pooling" arrangement if the well is drilled on adjacent non-open 

space lands.102

Regardless of the ownership pattern under which the oil and gas lease is issued, 

there may be problems with allowing this type of activity on local public lands, 

depending on what other uses are intended. Oil and gas drilling is dirty by nature. Spills 

are not uncommon, and there are byproducts that must be disposed of. The City of 

Boulder requires operators to construct a pond on the premises to capture any spills so 

they do not contaminate the land and groundwater. Another problem is the degree of 

surface disturbance that may occur with a given operation. While the local entity with fee 

ownership may be able to control this, as surface owner its rights are less clear. In 

Boulder County, there is an operator who has built pipelines all over an open space 

property on which the City has surface rights only. The soils are fragile and the City is 

concerned with the level of disturbance that has occurred. At the same time, the City is 

unsure of its ability to limit operators’ activities as opposed to requiring mitigation, which 

may not be sufficient to protect the surface resources.103

mSee Boulder County Parks and Open Space, Images (Winter 1993), at p. 11.

i02Telephone conversation with Delani Wheeler, City of Boulder Open Space Program (Nov. 13, 1992).

mId.
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Local Regulation of Private Lands

While this paper deals primarily with the management of state and locally owned 

lands, it seems important to mention and perhaps distinguish local control of private land 

for the benefit of the public. Perhaps realizing the financial limitations of open space 

acquisition programs, some cities and counties are looking increasingly towards land use 

planning and zoning to control activities on private lands in the public interest. Two 

examples of this are emerging wetlands ordinances and local regulation of forestry 

practices on private lands.

Most people associate wetland protection with the federal government, but 

wetland regulation is one way to carry out local land use planning goals without the 

acquisition of land areas for open space. Generally, wetland areas are not owned by the 

local government but rather are private property regulated for a public benefit. Cities or 

counties can pass ordinances to define a wetland area, and regulate the types of activities 

that may occur on lands that fall within the definition. They may even require the 

donation of replacement lands as a condition to development in a wetland area.

For most Americans, treks to metropolitan marshes may provide their only 

avenue for learning and caring about wetlands. But what other benefits might a local 

government claim as a basis for regulation? In urban settings, wetlands actually absorb 

carbon monoxide thus improving the quality of the air. Wetlands also improve water 

quality by inadvertently purifying polluted runoff, or intentionally treating sewage 

wastewater.104 Additionally, there is some evidence that wetlands, like other open 

space areas, improve the value of adjacent properties.105 Finally, undeveloped wetland 

areas act as a growth constraint without the necessity purchasing these lands as open 

space.

mSee Johnson, Phillip, "Jewels in the Concrete Jungle," 27 National Wildlife 30 (Aug.-Sept. 1989); Lipske, 
Michael, "Floating in Controversy," 29 National Wildlife 22 (Oct.-Nov. 1991).

Real Estate Research Corps., The_Cost of Sprawl (1974) (report prepared for the Council on
Environmental Quality, the Housing Urban Development’s Office of Policy Development & Research, and the 
Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Planning and Management).
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The City of Boulder recently enacted an ordinance on wetland regulation, and 

expects to follow this with an ordinance covering riparian wetlands. The ordinance 

defines wetlands as:

[A]n open body of water or an area that is inundated or saturated by 
surface water or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to 
support, and that under normal circumstances will support, a prevalence of 
vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions, commonly 
known as hydrophytic vegetation.106

Mapping of wetland boundaries and buffer zones within the City and on land owned by 

the City was completed and adopted with the ordinance. Anyone proposing an activity 

that would disturb identified wetland areas, such as draining or filling, is required to 

obtain a permit from the City. Conditions may be imposed on the permit, if approved, 

including providing for replacement wetland areas.

The City’s ordinance may protect areas or regulate activities not reached by the 

federal program under the Clean Water Act.107 Federal regulations prohibit activity 

that would fill wetland areas, but may not reach activities that merely drain wetlands. 

The City’s ordinance would prohibit draining as well as filling. Additionally, the City 

plans to employ adequate staff to enforce the regulations, unlike the federal program. 

Finally, the City ordinance would require mitigation or replacement if the destruction of 

a wetland area is determined to be warranted.108 Boulder County Commissioners have 

also become involved in the effort to protect area wetlands, directing staff to do a 

wetland inventory by the end of 1993.109

Bridging a gap in distance and culture, communities in the northwest have been 

regulating and restricting timber activity on private lands. This type of ordinance began 

in California in the 1950s, but since the 1970s has flourished. Some local entities have 

adopted specific ordinances that address timber and logging practices. Others include the

106Boulder, Colo., Ordinance No. 5521 (Dec. 1, 1992).

10733 U.S.C. § 1344 (1986 and Supp. 1992).

108"Wetlands: Mountains to Plains," in Daily Camera, p. 1C., cols. 3-4 (Nov. 16, 1992).

™Id. at col. 5.
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regulations in their zoning guidelines. Local concerns are varied but include water 

quality, noise, impact on roadways, and wildlife and scenic value impacts.110

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper is to identify current issues in managing state and local 

public lands, as expressed by authors on these topics as well as land managers and other 

state and local officials. Related issues of private land-use regulation have been 

suggested as well. Finally, some innovative practices are highlighted that address some of 

the current management issues identified. This paper will hopefully serve as a

springboard for further research and collaborative effort towards improved management 
of these often "overlooked" public lands.

Salazar, Debra J., "Counties, States 
and Forestry 241 (1990). and Regulation of Forest Practices

on Private Lands," in Communities
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